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Their eyes looked deep and beyond, their hands touched and shaped life, their mouths blew and a new
existence emerged, their words spoke creation and universes were formed; from their smile emerged colors,
from their fingers, order, from their breathing, all that moves, from their embrace, all that is. Isn't it
breathtaking, this Trinity?

Trinity. Three in one; one in three. Complexity amalgamated; multifaceted unity. Three is the symbolic
number for the boundless richness and multi-dimensional nature of life. It stands for thousands, millions,
billions, infinity. It is also the counterintuitive union of oneness and many.

We are a multitude considering all of creation and all of humanity. But we are also a multitude within
ourselves. Don't you feel like that sometimes? Often, when I am deeply emerged in my thoughts (and talking
to myself) Fico asks me: how many of you are there?

We are complex, and life is uncontrollably dynamic and diverse. Being complex and diverse is wonderful, but
it can also be deeply painful. t can break us down, it can push us apart, it can divide us. So, we want to be
One. We long to restore what has broken; we strive to bring together what has splintered; we do our utmost to
restore equilibrium to what has become destabilized. We want to be One.

Trinity is the name we give to the possibility of being One; it is the name we give to ourselves in our search
for unity, in our wish to be unbroken. It is, at the same time, the name we use to recognize that we are many.
Trinity is the name of our hope; the possibility of taking it all in, of holding it all. Then we say that God is the
Trinity because who we are reflects God. We say that God is Trinity because we know God to be the source of
diversity and at the same time, this manifold unity. Can we dance this dance?
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